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hich do patients, caregivers, and healthcare
professionals prefer: custom educational
materials (“custom media”) or advertising? It
may not surprise you to learn that 3 out of 4
respondents in a study by Roper Public Affairs for
the Custom Publishing Council agreed that getting
information from an interesting collection of articles is
more appealing than getting information from advertisements. In addition, 2 out of 3 respondents said
that companies providing information about their
products help them make better purchasing decisions (see “New Roper Study On Custom Media
Shows Higher Impact on Purchasing Decisions”;
http://bit.ly/cxfP2l).
Of course, not all custom media are up to the task.
What you need is information that is specifically
tailored to the audience you are trying to reach and
that is created by a well-known and respected
educational partner. Pharma marketers are increasingly turning to patient advocacy groups as educational partners in order to reach their members and
leverage their content. One of the most premier
advocacy organizations in the U.S. is the American
Diabetes Association® (ADA).
Recently I had the pleasure of interviewing Abraham
Ogden, the Director of Book Publications for the
American Diabetes Association, about integrating
ADA’s custom publications into the pharma marketing mix. But before I get to that, let’s summarize
why the ADA can be an important educational
partner for the pharmaceutical industry.
Diabetes Affects Millions of Americans
Diabetes is a disease that affects millions of Americans—people who depend on pharmaceutical
products and medical devices. In fact, 7.8% (23.6
million) children and adults in the U.S. have diabetes.
In addition, 57 million Americans are pre-diabetic,
meaning they have blood glucose levels higher than
normal but not high enough to be classified as
diabetes.
People with diabetes also suffer complications such
as high blood pressure, heart disease, stroke, nervous system disease, etc. Consequently, this population needs both education and treatment, two
things that the pharmaceutical industry can offer in
partnership with the ADA through its Custom
Publications Program.
The ADA is the nation's premiere non-profit association devoted to diabetes research and care. The
475,000 ADA members are comprised mostly of
people with diabetes, their families, and their caregivers. There are also 18,000 professional members,
generally healthcare provid-ers, clinicians, researchers, physicians, and diabetes educators.
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Figure 1. Source: 2003–2006 National Health and Nutrition
Examination Survey estimates of total prevalence (both
diagnosed and undiagnosed) were projected to year 2007.

“The mission of the ADA is basically to improve the
lives of people with diabetes,” said Ogden, “and we
go about that in a number of ways. One of those
ways is providing educational materials to people
with diabetes and to physicians, clinicians and researchers,” said Ogden.
The ADA is also involved in directly funding research
and awarded $33,000,000 in grants last year to research for diabetes. ADA also does political lobbying
and handles legal issues related to people with diabetes. No wonder then that in terms of how people
view the ADA, it was ranked 37th from the Top 100
United States nonprofits in brand recognition and
other criteria.
“We have very good brand recognition and among
people with diabetes,” noted Ogden. “And among
physicians, clinicians, researchers, educators, we
are the preeminent source for information on the
care of people with diabetes.”
ADA’s Custom Publication Program
If you want to connect your message more powerfully with current and new clients—and with trusted
information on all aspects of diabetes care and
treatment—then you should consider American
Diabetes Association's custom publications in order
Continues…
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to increase awareness and ultimately sales for an
existing product, to generate more qualified sales
leads, strengthen customer loyalty, and to effectively
compete in the diabetes treatment market.
The following is a synopsis of my interview of Ogden
about ADA’s custom publications and how the ADA
works with pharma sponsors to develop programs
designed to meet their marketing strategies and objectives.
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Diabetes 911
AO: Diabetes 911 is a book that was published last
year (2009) and we worked with Larry Fox and
Sandra Weber on developing the idea (see Figure 2,
below). It is basically an emergency kit for people
with diabetes, as well as parents and caregivers of
people with diabetes.

Authoratative Brand
John Mack: Abe, can you tell us more about the
ADA’s custom media how you've used those with
pharmaceutical companies in mind?

Abraham
Ogden

Abraham Ogden: Absolutely.
We publish between 15 and 20
new book titles every year. Twothirds of those are devoted to
consumers; the other third is
devoted to healthcare professionals. What we do is work
together with a company to
develop a customized version of
one or more of those publications, which they can then
distribute.

JM: What are the advantages of
working with the ADA for pharma marketers?
AO: There are a couple of advantages to working
with the ADA to create these custom publications.
One of these is the authority of the ADA brand.
The American Diabetes Association sets the standards of care in the United States. We basically write
the guidelines and as such, we're the preeminent
resource for diabetes information. And that's especially recognized among healthcare professionals. Our
board is made up of some of the most respected
researchers, clinicians, and physicians involved with
diabetes care. All of our authors are the preeminent
in their field. So, we have the authority that comes
with that.
Repurposing Content Keeps Prices Competitive
“The other component is competitive pricing,” said
Ogden. The content already exists, we are familiar
with it, and we can easily repurpose it.”
JM: “Repurpose.” I like that term—I used it way back
in the early 90’s. I see one example in an ad we
recently sent out to Pharma Marketing News
subscribers (see http://bit.ly/bHJoil). It's called
Diabetes 911. Can you tell us a little bit about that
specifically?
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Figure 2. What do people with diabetes do when
something goes wrong? Many turn to Diabetes 911 for
answers. It is the only book available that specifically
addresses everything readers might ask, from everyday
emergencies to what to do in case of a natural disaster.
One of the things that often isn't covered in a lot of
self-care books are extenuating circumstances, like
what to do in an emergency away from home.
Standard diabetes self-care books will tell you a lot
about how to develop a meal plan, how to check your
blood glucose, but what you're not going to get is
information on what happens if you’re traveling away
from home and they don't have your insulin in whatever country you’re in. Diabetes 911 addresses
some of those common but very specific situations
that can happen to somebody who has been diagnosed with diabetes, or their family, or their caregivers. We put it all together in a very simple,
straightforward, shorter title that is very focused on
visual information so that if somebody is in an emergency, they can go straight to it and they don't have
to drill down through a bunch of text to find out what
exactly they need to do.
Custom ADA Publications for Consumers
JM: Perhaps Diabetes 911 is not the best example,
but I'm just trying to get an idea how that content, or
Continues…
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content from some other publication, can be customized, as you say, for clients such as pharmaceutical
or medical device sponsors.
AO: In the case of Diabetes 911, we’re probably not
going to customize the content a lot, but we can work
to create a custom cover to co-brand the book. For
example, we could put the sponsor’s brand or company logo next to the ADA brand on the front cover.
We also can do some messaging on the back and
create a custom look.
In terms of customizing content, I think probably a
better example would be what we've done for The 4Ingredient Diabetes Cookbook, which is a full-size,
200-page cookbook (see Figure 3, below).
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Customization is Key
JM: Explain the process whereby a sponsor would
come to you and customize the content of one of you
publications.
AO: Generally, the conversation starts with a call or
an e-mail inquiring about our program [see the end
or the article for contact information].
We then solicit answers to questions like what
content is an appropriate fit for your strategies and
objectives. For consumers, is it healthy eating,
nutrition, and meal planning? Cooking? Lifestyle
advice? Self-care treatment? For health care
professionals, is it treatment protocols or other
reference materials?
We'll provide a few samples of existing book products that the sponsor can look at and choose a book
that they like. We can do this with self-care guides,
but generally it's mostly cookbooks where we really
can customize the content. The sponsor either asks
us to provide the recipes that we feel best round out
and represent the book, or the sponsor can choose
the recipes.
Once we have that information, we go to our inhouse design team, which coverts the book to any
kind of format or form factor that the sponsor is looking for while maintaining the look and feel of the
book. We then send the design files to the client for
review. The sponsor can make any kind changes
desired and we can make the necessary alterations
and send it off to the printer.
Quick Turnaround
“Generally, if you're working with a studio to do
something like that, it can take you anywhere from 8
to 12 weeks,” said Ogden. “Because our familiarity
with the content and the resources we have in
house, we can turn that around in half the time.

Figure 3. More than 100 tasty recipes with only four
ingredients that also satisfy the American Diabetes
Association's dietary guidelines.
It's a large format cookbook. We can take that, trim it
down to about 25 to 30 recipes that could be completely chosen by the sponsor and customize the
look of it. We can turn it into a small pocket-sized,
saddle stitch type product that would cut down on
mailing costs, fulfillment costs, those types of things.
So, that's probably a better example of what we can
do with taking content and really customizing it and
delivering something exactly that the sponsor would
need to save money on the fulfillment and delivery
side.
© 2010 VirSci Corporation (www.virsci.com). All rights reserved.
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“Although we can handle any kind of fulfillment need
our clients may have, most pharma sponsors realize
cost savings by handling their own fulfillment needs
on their end.”
What About Product Ads?
JM: If a sponsor developed a customized cookbook,
can they also place a product ad inside the book?
AO: We try to stay away from specific products but
we can help fulfill overall branding.
We can include the sponsor’s logo on the cover, we
can include the sponsor’s message inside the book
as well as on the back cover (see “Soulful Case
Study,” pg 5).

Continues…
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Soulful Case Study
A major pharma company wanted recipes targeted to the
African-American community for a diabetes educational program and they wanted a format that would be less expensive to
fulfill.
ADA took an existing cookbook, The New Soul Food Cookbook
for People with Diabetes, which is a normal large-format
cookbook, and converted it into a smaller paperback that was
completely customized to the company’s specifications.
The ADA design team changed all of the design elements and
included messaging for the program on the front cover, with
recipes on the inside along with a few tidbits of meal planning.
On the inside front cover was a message from the company
along with its logo and the logo for the program.
The ADA produced 200,000 copies, which were distributed to
members of the program.

Custom ADA Publications for Professionals

New Media Options

JM: What about on the healthcare provider/physician
side? Do companies also come to you for customized publications that are focused to the physicians
such as the Standards of Care you were talking
about?

JM: One question I always ask publishers is this:
We’re in a new media age, and I was just wondering,
have you done anything with these publications that
might be in the new media realm?

AO: We do get some requests for professionaloriented publications, but generally not as much as
we do for the consumer-oriented publications.
A good example of a professional publication we
created was based on the book Clinical Care of the
Diabetic Foot, which is a foot-care guide for doctors.
To better fit the needs of a sponsor, we created an
8.5x11 tri-panel fold of charts and bulleted lists from
the book and made it much more focused for the
busy physician. It was so popular that we put it into
our regular catalog.
Compliance with PhRMA Code
JM: Can you tell us a little bit more about how ADA’s
custom publications are compliant with PhRMA’s
“Code on Interactions with Healthcare Professionals?”
AO: Well, that's the beauty of what we're doing. The
ADA automatically meets all requirements of
PhRMA’s guidelines. We're providing educational
materials that can be distributed almost as is, as a
giveaway that meets those guidelines. So there's
really not a whole lot that we have to do to modify
what we're already providing. So it's really a readymade option.
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AO: It's a transition that we're making at the moment.
We are moving to converting all of our titles into the
eBook format, but we have pursued other options
such as licensing content—eg, recipes—for delivery
online and branded as necessary.
We're working with a client right now to create an
online-based, animated cookbook that will have page
turn animations to replicate the feel of the live book
without having to print and fulfill.
If you're going to be providing something of value to
the consumer, however, you have to really look at
what a consumer feels he or she is getting from a
product. If it’s access to content, that's okay, but I
think people like to have something in their hands
that is convenient. So whenever we begin these
conversations where sponsors have asked about
online options, we try and build in that value-added
proposition which is, if you want them to feel like
they've gotten something of value, a physical product
is still the absolutely best way to do that.
But we understand the need for digital media where
budgets are tight and sponsors are looking for other
options. So we're trying to meet those other options,
meet those other needs, and deliver content in whatever way is necessary to get it out there.
Continues…
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The ADA Education Recognition Program
Ogden also discussed the need for certification of
diabetes educators, which is necessary for these
professionals in order to present educational material
to their patients/clients in hospitals and clinics. Certification also is required for these professionals to bill
Medicare for their services.
ADA is the number one provider of certification for
more than 3,000 entities such as hospitals, clinics,
and physician offices. Through ADA’s program approximately 25,000 healthcare providers are certified
and they're all very hungry for educational materials
to give to their patients, says Ogden. ADA does not
provide a list of these healthcare professionals to
sponsors for distribution of educational materials, but
it can be the conduit once the materials are
available.
ADA Conferences
Once a year the ADA hosts a scientific session
where it brings together thousands of healthcare
professionals and diabetes educators from around
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the world. For example, last year nearly 14,000
health care professionals, 285 press attendees and
184 exhibitors met in San Diego to discuss the latest
in diabetes innovation and treatment protocols. This
is a great opportunity for sponsors to hand out cobranded, customized ADA educational material to
attendees, notes Ogden. The next conference is
coming up at the end of June 2011 and companies
may want to consider contacting the ADA now to
have materials available for that conference.
Pharma Marketing News
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Why consider the ADA for your custom publication project? From prevention,
education, and treatment of diabetes—to healthy eating and lifestyle
management for all those affected by diabetes—you can make a lasting
impression practitioners and consumers will appreciate by using materials
from the largest, oldest, and respected publisher of diabetes titles.
For a free sample of an ADA custom publication or a no-obligation discussion
with the ADA's custom publication experts, call Abe Ogden, Publishing
Director, at 703-299-2038 or email at aogden@diabetes.org.
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